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Note To GOP: Stimulus Will Help Solar
Written by Marsha Johnston   
Wednesday, 25 February 2009

While the Republicans keep yelling that President Obama’s economic stimulus legislation is nothing
but pork and will not help the U.S. economy, one of the solar industry’s most innovative capitalists
told solar integrators just the opposite this week.

At a web conference moderated by AltaTerra Research Network on Tuesday, SunEdison founder and
former CEO Jigar Shah said, although it won’t be immediate, certain provisions in the economic
stimulus legislation will most definitely improve growth prospects for the solar industry.

The most "ridiculously interesting" bit of the new law, he said, is the Energy Credit Basis Reduction
Rule, which eliminates the requirement that solar purchasers take the Investment Tax Credit only on
the part of system cost not covered by a grant or subsidy. Now, the ability to get the 30 percent ITC
on the full system cost no matter what offset has been received increases the rate of return on projects
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by several points, often into the high double digits. "I didn’t even know this was on the table. You get
to double-dip, which is incredible. But it’s only through 2010, so it’s now or never," he said.

Shah said the stimulus' $3.1 billion in block energy grants for energy efficiency and renewables
should also be a good source of project revenue, but exhorted solar integrators to join their local
industry association and start lobbying. "The grants can be used for just about anything, so local
lobbying in this case is really critical, as there is no guarantee that solar will get a penny of it. Certain
states, such as Idaho and Kentucky, will be getting the federal money soon and don’t have solar
programs, but could," he said, noting that other items they should push for include city, sales and
property tax exemptions for solar, net metering and better interconnection standards.

Other stimulus provisions notable to solar aficionados, he said, include the 30 percent manufacturing
tax credit to build more capacity and the $500 million in money for training in renewable energy.

The bill is less helpful to the giant solar thermal installations, he said, as they must start construction
by end of 2010 and finish by 2017 in order to get the 30 percent credit. But, he noted, "there will
likely be a lot of business for those who can help them" get that construction started.

Of his industry, Shah said this year would get "some growth, but 2010 will have amazing growth,"
noting that he has already seen PV module prices as low as $2.40 per watt for bulk orders.

And of the upcoming energy bill, he said most Capitol Hill lawmakers have told him they believe a
national Renewable Portfolio Standard is within reach, but that a carbon cap and trade is "no slam
dunk."
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http://www.louisvuittonfr.com
written by kate1215, March 10, 2009
Louis Vuitton handbags were not the first line of products manufactured by Vuitton when he
opened his luggage store in France during the mid-1800s Louis Vuitton
Louis Vuitton
Discount Louis Vuitton
Gucci handbags, Gucci shoes, wholesale and retail gucci shoes shop
, wholesale and retail Gucci shoes, we also provide cheap gucci shoes, adidas shoes, ...Gucci Shoes

Florida Real Estate
written by Henry Bagdadi Nathan, April 01, 2009
Florida is the ideal terrain for affordable solar energy. At the pace the local power companies
are starting to move toward renewable energy, it would take a hundred or perhaps a thousand years
to advance significantly in the substitution of carbon emitting generation to solar or wind energy.
The stimulus money can just be the beginning of a trend, but there should be a permanent focus of
our government on elimination our dependency on "dirty" and "imported" energy.
In my profession as a Florida Realtor, I sell Miami Beach Condos, Aventura Real Estate, Fort
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Lauderdale Real Estate, Sunny Isles Condos, Beach Club Condos, and I have undertaken the
non-profit task of directing my clients to energy-efficient solutions. For a starter, hurricane proof
windows, attic insulation, followed by on-demand water heaters, or solar heaters. And I wish I
could prove them that any investment in clean energy could be upset by savings in a short term.
Unfortunately, it is not yet happening, but initiatives as those described in this article are the only
way.

...
written by ipod touch converter, April 13, 2009
Profiles for various devices and different quality are all integrated to facilitate your
conversion. And any profile can be customized to save as your own one for handier usage and
quicker access in the future.

wholesale jewelry
written by wholesale jewelry, July 22, 2009
http://www.aypearl.com
wholesale jewelry online store,AYpearl specialize in wholesale jewelry, handmade jewelry, fashion
jewelry,costume jewelry,discount jewelry,cheap jewelry.such as:wholesale pearl, wholesale
gemstone, wholesale crystal,wholesale turquoise,wholesale coral,wholesale shell，wholesale
Austrian crystal and etc.
since all of our jewelry is handmade and of original design, each individual piece may vary.you can
wholesale thousands of jewelry conveniently.

chi hair tools
written by chi hair tools, July 29, 2009
The price of Buychi hair straightener for the two new races is as the same as the original
races.

ugg boots sale
written by ugg boots sale, December 11, 2009
Ugg Boots Sale -Famous top quality Uggs with great discount are On Sale.

...
written by cheap ugg, December 24, 2009
Making such animals feel at home in strange surroundings is only a small part of the work of
the 100-member staff. Constant efforts are made to http://www.cheapuggsonline.net show aquatic
birds, plants and fish in the ecosystems they normally inhabit, rather than showing only the animals
in isolation.

ugg boots
written by merry, December 25, 2009
These http://www.thedearugg.com/ugg-...-1.htmlare very comfortable, and easy to wear all
day long. For a shoe that is waterproof, it was surprising that they don't get too hot after hours of
wear, but they seem to breathe well.
091225C1cqm

good quality of ugg boots
written by online sale, December 27, 2009
200912.27c1hjh I bought this shoeugg classic cardy boots for hiking but the lack of padding
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on the inside causes blisters on my foot on long hikes over 8 miles.classic cardy ugg bootsThese
boots felt comfortrable right our of the box. I haven't taken ugg classic tall cheap out on a hike yet
but just walking around in them they keep good heat in.cheap ugg classic short

UGG Bailey Button,UGG Classic Cardy
written by UGG Bailey Button, December 29, 2009
1229s1htf It was the winter of 1917, a UGG Bailey Button strong north wind was blustering,
but the exigencies of earning my living forced me to be up and out early. I met scarcely a UGG
Classic Cardy soul on the road, but eventually managed to hire a rickshaw to take me to
S-Gate.Presently the wind dropped a little, having blown away the drifts of UGG Classic Short dust
on the road to leave a clean broad highway, and the rickshaw man quickened his pace. We were
Ugg Classic Tall just approaching S-Gate when we knocked into someone who slowly toppled over.
Almost paralysed at that Ugg Ultra Boots juncture I sat there motionless, my mind a blank, until a
Ugg Classic Agrly Knit policeman came out. Then I got down from the rickshaw.
http://www.ladyugs.com/specials.html

...
written by fgyj, January 26, 2010
In fact, the http://www.soft36.com/ is a Video and DVD Converter for Mac

Ultimate. Watch DVD movies on your iPod anywhere and anytime.

http://www.uggbootshome.net
written by uggbootshome, January 28, 2010
Zhong Guangwang Beijing January 28 News May 8, 2009 the State published the "oil price
control measures (for Trial Implementation)" provides that: When the international market of crude
oil a continuous 22 days moving average price changes more than 4%, it can be adjusted
accordinglyhttp://www.uggbootshome.net
the domestic refined oil prices. Some people think that 22 days too long, can not be timely to reflect
changes in international oil prices. In response, the State Development and Reform Commission
deputy director of weeks prices Wang Jun, today (28) In an interview with CCTV reporter an
exclusive interview FENG Ya it clear that the details of the 2010 Development and Reform
Commission will make the necessary adjustments.
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Hi, We're EnviroWonk
Yeah, OK, we can be the change that we want to see in the world. But unless powerful people in
powerful positions want to be that change as well, nothing's going to change.

So now, finally, there's a place where you can go for news and analysis of politics from an
environmental perspective.
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